
Seventh-Inning Stretch Winner of NL East vs. NL West

Let’s stretch! All the excitement was in a different inning anyway.

A (not seven)-legged animal like the oryx or gazelle
Musical performance popular in the seventeenth century
North African country whose flag was entirely green 

until this year
River stretching through Mississippi that was of 

importance during the Civil War
Type of lens that might be 7x
Shelf that stretches above the fireplace

Component of an argument that involves stretching the 
truth about an opponent’s position

Last name of the actor who won Best Actor (not seven) 
years in a row, starting in 1937

Seventy-one song by the Grateful Dead or another name 
for a pick-up stick

Sound, syllable, or word(s) capable of creating 
transformation

The C in CMYK
Williams who portrayed Potsie in a 70s TV show

(not seven)-letter flower that was at the heart of the 
movie Adaptation

Another name for a half note
Little rascal, like a seven-year old troublemaker
Seventh Green Day album American _____
Toilet paper brand you shouldn’t squeeze
Part of a house where you might stretch out in an 

Adirondack chair

Complain that a seven should have a little line through 
it, for example

Consume, as in food
Female hormone
In a _____ a/k/a behind the (not seven) ball
Shaving, brushing or primping
Space you have for stretching in your seat

Combinations of (not seven) or more metals, like bronze 
or electrum

Like a seven-footer
“Seven Screaming Diz-Busters” band Blue _____ Cult
South American member of the raccoon family that lives 

about seven years
Stretch of land with a particular feature
What you might wear in a shower

’07 album by Joseph Williams that focuses on heartaches 
and sadness

A Long Island one of these typically includes seven 
ingredients

Landau Eugene Murphy, Jr.’s got this, according to the 
(not seven)th season of a reality tv show

Lured, like sirens on the seven seas
Related to birth
Where Jesus came through in the stretch when wine ran 

out

Bieber who some think should be stretched on a rack
Bones that stretch from the shoulder to the elbow
Emulating seven-day old gym socks
Philosopher of the 1700s who wrote “A Treatise of 

Human Nature”
Richard Gere film about the (not seven)th leader of Israel
What Ruffles have


